Apply to be featured in the DASIE Made Mall
What is a D.A.S.I.E.? DASIEs are Rustic Horseshoe’s Community of Makers. If you’ve ever made an item using a Rustic
Horseshoe design…you’re a DASIE! D.A.S.I.E. stands for some of the reasons why we sew: Distinctive Achievement
Soothing Imaginative Enjoyment.
Do you make finished items for sale which you made using a Rustic Horseshoe Design (or an altered Rustic Horseshoe
Design)? I often receive requests for completed items and I am no longer filling these requests unless I have an item
already available which was likely made during my pattern designing process. I am putting my focus into building my
pattern line. I want to provide a place for makers of Rustic Horseshoe Designs (D.A.S.I.E.s) can connect with people who
want to purchase a completed item that they can’t or don’t want to make for themselves. This is new and I appreciate
your understanding and flexibility as we embark on this adventure together. The mall will be a dedicated page on my
website https://RusticHorseshoe.com
Criteria
1. You have to offer items made using a Rustic Horseshoe design.
2. You must be following my copyright including noting that the item you made was made using a Rustic Horseshoe
design/pattern.
3. I reserve the right to add or remove listed persons/businesses in the DASIE Made Mall, it is possible that not
everyone who applies will gain space in the mall.
4. There are currently no advertisement fees to be listed in the DASIE Made Mall, if the time arises that
advertisement fees will be implemented there will be a minimum of a 30-day notice to opt in.
5. Your photos must be of your own work.
Suggested Criteria
1. Have great photos and clear descriptions of your products and custom orders.
2. Have a good record of good customer service.
3. Have a website (Etsy or other platforms count).
The Rustic Horseshoe’s community of makers is a positive and uplifting group of individuals. Everyone is at different skill
levels and applies their own creativity to their work. You may be new to making these types of items or well-seasoned.
In the mall, I must disclose that I don’t endorse any of the makers in the mall and cannot speak for their individual
quality (sorry, but I haven’t seen anyone’s work in person, so I have to be honest and it is best to just let potential buyers
seek out the best seller for their needs…let your photos and communication style speak confidently for you).

Submit to be Featured in the DASIE Made Mall
Name:
Business Name:
Website:
E-Mail:
Country:
1-2 Sentence Snippet about you/your business:

What Rustic Horseshoe designs do you make for sale?

Photo of your logo or you (will be cropped to a square) (please also attach photo in email)

Please email this form to: Rena at RusticHorseshoe@live.com

Here is a sample of what your spot in the mall may look like, actual format will be somewhat different on the website:

Rustic Horseshoe
Rena Dearden
https://RusticHorshoe.com (this will be a hyperlink)
USA
I enjoy making heirloom toys that will ignite the imagination in a
child and encourage active play.
I offer the following items made from Rustic Horseshoe designs:
-Classic Stick Horse
-Rhino Wall Art
-Nutty Nag Plush Horse Doll

